“Reduced sleep spindles in schizophrenia: A treatable endophenotype that links risk genes to impaired cognition?”
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Although schizophrenia is defined by waking phenomena, abnormal sleep is a common feature. In particular, there is accumulating evidence of a sleep spindle deficit. Sleep spindles correlate with IQ and are thought to promote long-term potentiation and enhance memory consolidation. I will review evidence that reduced spindle activity in schizophrenia is an endophenotype that impairs sleep-dependent memory consolidation, contributes to symptoms and is a novel treatment biomarker. Studies showing that spindles can be pharmacologically enhanced in schizophrenia and that increasing spindles improves memory in healthy individuals suggest that treating spindle deficits in schizophrenia may improve cognition. Spindle activity is highly heritable and recent large-scale genome-wide association studies have identified schizophrenia risk genes that may contribute to spindle deficits and illuminate their mechanisms. My talk will highlight the importance of deficient sleep-dependent memory consolidation among the cognitive deficits of schizophrenia and implicate reduced sleep spindles as a potentially treatable mechanism. The ultimate goal of this research program is to forge empirical links in causal chains from risk genes to proteins and cellular functions, through to endophenotypes, cognitive impairments, symptoms and diagnosis, with the hope of advancing the mechanistic understanding and treatment of schizophrenia.
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